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Rapid technological progress in recent years has exacerbated the problems that

arise in measuring price changes and, consequently, economic magnitudes

at constant prices when changes in the quality of products occur. A natural

means of tackling these measurement problems is to use hedonic price indices.

This survey focuses on the use of hedonic methodology and its implications

for the construction of deflators for significant National Accounts aggregates.

It thus describes what hedonic methodology involves and analyses the vari-

ous hedonic studies existing in the literature and the use made of hedonic

methodology by di erent public statistics o ces in the computers and related

equipment, cars, and housing sectors. Finally, the implications of the use of

these hedonic techniques for the estimation in real terms of macroeconomic

magnitudes are reviewed.
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1. Introduction

The rapid development of information technologies in recent years has

brought measurement problems to light in many countries owing to

changes in quality and the emergence of new products. Disregarding

these changes leads to an underestimation of output growth and to an

overstatement of price changes. Rapid ongoing technological progress

in certain industries, such as computers, has highlighted the fact that
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Restoy, and J. Vallés for their comments and suggestions. The views expressed in
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the conventional methods used by public statistics o ces to correct

these biases are often inappropriate for capturing such quality changes.

The alternative methodology most used and the one that has attracted

most research is that based on hedonic methods.

Hedonic methods use information on the changes in product character-

istics to break down price variations into those attributable to changes

in characteristics and those that take place for given characteristics. In

periods of intense innovation, the first component may be expected to

increase, so that obtaining quality-adjusted price indices is particularly

important.

The report by the Boskin commission in the United States [see Boskin

et al. (1996)] showed to what extent the US consumer price index

(CPI) might be a ected by various measurement problems, particu-

larly those relating to changes in quality. In the case of Spain, the

size of potential CPI measurement biases has been addressed by Ruiz

Castillo et al. (1999). However, as no papers had specifically assessed

the scale of quality-related biases in Spain, the previous study used the

results for the US (adjusting for Spain’s di erent sectoral structure).
1

The Spanish National Statistics O ce (INE) is currently setting up a

new system of consumer price indices. This will come fully into force

in 2002, and will foreseeably reduce the existing biases significantly.

One area under study is the use of hedonic methods to correct the

prices of certain goods.

Nonetheless, the problem of quality-related biases is not confined ex-

clusively to the CPI. It is common to other price measures and has

broader implications as it a ects output and productivity growth es-

timates at the sectoral and aggregate levels alike. In this survey we

focus on the use of hedonic methodology, and its implications, for

measuring changes in quality in the deflators of significant National

Accounts aggregates. Hedonic methods are used in the United States

to deflate items accounting for around 18% of US GDP, whereas only

5% of the CPI items incorporate this methodology [see Landefeld and

Grimm (2000)]. Furthermore, many of the hedonic studies conducted

can be used for constructing deflators of National Accounts aggregates

as well as for measuring changes in the prices of goods included in the

CPI.

1
More recently there are papers evaluating these biases for certain sectors in Spain

using hedonic methods [see Bover and Velilla (2001), Izquierdo, Licandro, and May-

deu (2001), and Izquierdo and Matea (2001b)].
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Traditionally, statistics o ces have used various methods to adjust

for changes in quality when they deem such changes to be su ciently

worth taking into account. One possibility is to use an overlapping

method, i.e. when it is possible to observe two di erent models of

a particular good in a common period, the ratio in the prices in the

overlapping period can be used as a measure of the quality adjust-

ment. Another possibility is to use only a sample of matched mod-

els, i.e. confining the sample to models whose characteristics do not

change from one period to the next. These techniques are not feas-

ible for goods involving rapid technical progress, as is the case with

high technology products. For example, Berndt, Griliches, and Rap-

paport (1995) mention that in their sample of computers only 3% of

the models existing in 1991 survive up to 1992 if the matched-models

restriction is used. Another widely used method is the valuation of

the price of the change in the product, e.g. when a specific car model

starts o ering air-conditioning in its basic version. Estimating the

cost of the air-conditioning is feasible either through information from

the manufacturer or from published prices on the cost of adding this

option. This is one of the most satisfactory traditional methods for

taking quality changes into account.
2
Often, however, information on

the price of the change is not available. And above all, these methods

assume that, to attain an increase in quality, an increase in production

costs is necessary. This is not currently the case with high technology

products.

The hedonic method, popularised in the early seventies by Zvi Gri-

liches, o ers an alternative quality adjustment technique. It assumes

that most models and varieties of a product (e.g. computers) can be

understood in terms of a number of basic characteristics or attributes

(speed, memory, etc). From this perspective, the scale of the problem

of new models is substantially reduced, given that most of them can be

seen as new combinations of existing characteristics. Note, however,

that this method fails to capture shifts to totally new products, e.g.

the shift from calculators to computers. Estimation of the hedonic

relationship provides the implicit prices of the characteristics. As we

shall see, one of the specific uses of the hedonic methodology involves

using the estimated prices of characteristics in the more traditional

framework of valuing the price of the change.

2
Table 3.2 in Gordon (1990) shows the percentage of quality-adjusted products

considered by the Bureau of Labor Statistics in 1976 in its construction of certain

producer price indices (PPI), along with the type of adjustment applied.
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The hedonic methodology has been adopted by the national statistics

o ces of several countries (Canada, the United States, France, and

Sweden, among others) to construct various price indices, particularly

consumer price indices and industrial production indices. Eurostat

(1999) recommends the use of hedonic price indices for measuring

prices in the IT industry. Some of the reasons why it is not more

widely used are the large amount of data required, the econometric

problems involved and the fact that, in certain cases, the estimates

obtained are not fully satisfactory (in particular, they are often un-

stable).
3
The OECD is currently sponsoring an international project

to analyse the extent to which hedonic price functions are transfer-

able from country to country. Its conclusions may be useful for the

Eurostat project, which aims to create a centre where hedonic price

functions are calculated for use across European countries.

The introduction of hedonic techniques for constructing price indices

in production sectors characterised by rapid technological progress has

led to sizable price declines being estimated in those countries that

have adopted such techniques. The most notable case has been in

the US computers and peripheral equipment industries. In 1985 the

Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA), the agency responsible for pro-

ducing the US National Accounts, adopted the use of hedonic regres-

sions. Since then, prices have experienced negative rates of change of

between 10% and 30%. As a result, the estimated output of these in-

dustries in real terms has increased, since now nominal output figures

are deflated by a lower price index. Higher real output estimates in

these industries a ect, inter alia, the study of sectoral contributions to

growth, sectoral productivity developments, the figures for investment

in this type of good and, consequently, the measurement of capital

stock. Finally, it also has a bearing on the economy’s aggregate real

growth figures.

The first part of this paper describes the hedonic methodology. In par-

ticular, we shall discuss the various aspects to be taken into account

when estimating a hedonic function. Knowledge of these aspects is

needed to assess the advantages and drawbacks of their use. Fur-

thermore, we will describe the di erent types of indices that can be

constructed on the basis of the estimation of an hedonic function.

3
A defence of the robustness of the results of these techniques in the United States

can be seen in Landefeld and Grimm (2000).
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The second part of the paper will survey various hedonic studies in

the literature. The aim here is to evaluate the size of the biases po-

tentially incurred through not using hedonic methods to adjust price

indices for changes in product quality. Next, we shall briefly men-

tion the use made at present of the hedonic methodology by various

national statistics o ces in constructing National Accounts deflators.

The focus will be on three products. First, computers and related

equipment, which is where technical progress has been quickest and,

therefore, where the largest quality-adjusted price changes have been

recorded. Second, we shall review cars, this being a product that

has undoubtedly undergone quality changes, though not to the same

radical extent as computers. Moreover, cars may be particularly im-

portant in macroeconomic terms in Spain’s case given the product’s

significant weight in production. The third and final product will be

housing, given the crucial role of construction for properly measuring

the real investment level. It is indeed in construction where a national

statistics o ce (namely the US Bureau of Economic Analysis) first

adopted an hedonic price index for housing and used it to deflate more

than 50% of the construction sector in the National Accounts. Types

of housing di er from country to country and it is more di cult to

adopt common quality-adjusted price changes than it is in an industry

such as computers. On the other hand, improvements in housing tend

to be slower.

In this paper we do not consider products such as videos, DVDs, etc.

The Bureau of Labour Statistics (BLS) has recently adopted hedonic

measures for their prices but these are items of relatively little signi-

ficance in total expenditure according to the BLS. Nor do we review

telephone equipment, which has seen significant improvements recently

but for which there is not much empirical evidence. Finally, there

are certain services (the financial sector, communications, transport,

health) that have seen significant changes in quality; yet not only their

characteristics but also, sometimes, their prices and output are very

di cult to measure.

The final section will study the consequences at the sectoral and ag-

gregate levels of the use of hedonic techniques in the measurement of

prices of certain products. The adoption of these techniques by most

countries is still some way o . Accordingly, international comparis-

ons of developments in certain sectors, of investment and of economic

growth should be performed bearing in mind the extent to which the
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behaviour in real terms of each of these magnitudes is a ected by

the use of hedonic price indices in some countries but not in others.

Against this background, we will describe various recent studies that

make macroeconomic comparisons using methodologies for measuring

prices that are uniform from one country to another.

2. Hedonic methods and their application to obtain price

indices

The hedonic approach considers that the observed price of a product

is a function of its characteristics. The estimation of this hedonic func-

tion provides the implicit prices of the characteristics. The so-called

hedonic price indices are constructed on the basis of the estimated

function. These indices show the change in the price of a good net

of changes in its quality. There are several ways of constructing an

hedonic index, given an estimation of the hedonic function. And in

turn, there is more than one way of estimating an hedonic function.

In this section we review first the various methods used to calculate

hedonic price indices, given an estimated hedonic function. Secondly,

we discuss certain aspects concerned with the estimation of hedonic

functions.

2.1 Calculating Hedonic Price Indices4

Characteristics price indices

In general, assuming for simplicity a linear specification, we have

= +
X

+ [1]

so that observed prices depend on time ( ), characteristics ( ),
and a disturbance term ( ). The coe cient is the implicit price

of characteristic in period . The intercepts are estimated as the

coe cients of time dummy variables , so that =
P

, where

= 1 when = , and 0 otherwise.

Hedonic functions provide estimates of the prices of the characterist-

ics. It is natural to think of an index based on these prices, using

the amounts of characteristics as weights. Such indices were first con-

4
The main references for this section, among other sources, are: Gordon (1990),

Griliches (1971), and Triplett (1986, 1989, 1990).
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sidered by Griliches (1964), who calculated Laspeyres and Paasche

indices of characteristics for cars. In this way we can calculate, for ex-

ample, the price in the current period of the amounts of characteristics

contained in a base period good. This is the type of index that the US

Bureau of Economic Analysis uses to construct its index of new house

prices. A Laspeyres-type quality-adjusted price index would be

=

ˆ +
P
ˆ

0

ˆ
0
+
P
ˆ

0 0

[2]

where 0 are the averages of the quantitative characteristics (or the

proportions of the qualitative variables) existing in the base period.

ˆ
0
and ˆ

0
are the coe cients obtained from estimating [1] for the

base period 0, and
ˆ ˆ are those obtained estimating [1] for each

period considered.

If the hedonic function is non-linear, which is often the case, the price

of the characteristics will depend, in turn, on the amount of the char-

acteristics and on the level of product prices [see, for example, Triplett

(1989)]. These amounts and prices may, among other possibilities, be

the averages. In turn, these averages may be calculated for di erent

periods. For example, if both the dependent variable and the charac-

teristics are in logarithms, a frequently used functional form in hedonic

equations, the implicit price of the characteristic will be given by:

.

Dummy variables

A particular case of the previous method is to allow the constant term

but not the shadow prices of the characteristics in the hedonic regres-

sion to vary over time, that is

= +
P

+ [3]

In this case, the estimated coe cients reflect the price changes from

one period to another that are not due to changes in characteristics.

In the literature the coe cients have been estimated using a variable

number of periods . One possibility is to estimate [3] using the entire

sample period with constant coe cients. Another possibility is to
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use pairs of adjacent years (there is a potential problem here of a lack

of su cient observations), subsequently chaining the indices obtained.

For example, to measure the change in price between periods 1 and 2

in this way, we would use the change in the constants 1 and 2 in the

following equations:

1 = 1 +
P

12 1 + 1

2 = 2 +
P

12 2 + 2

The shadow prices of the characteristics, 12 , are held constant in

the two periods, although they may change between pairs of periods.

In this way the prices of the characteristics can change over time.

Foreseeably, the implicit prices of the characteristics will change over

time, especially for certain products (see, for example, Table 6 in Cole

et al. (1986), where the fall in the prices of processing capacity and

speed is clear). These price variations are related to changes in the

underlying supply/demand relationships of the characteristics. A fur-

ther problem with estimating a single equation using data from several

periods is that, for products prone to rapid obsolescence and frequent

technological innovations (as is the case with computers), the relevant

characteristics for consideration change rapidly. Both the change over

time in the estimated prices of the characteristics and the change in

the overall set of relevant characteristics point to the use of alternat-

ive indices using the prices of the characteristics estimated period by

period. In practice, the number of periods used in estimating [3] will

depend on the number of observations available and on the expected

changes in the prices of the characteristics.

The dummy variable method was initially the one most used [Court

(1939) and Griliches in his early work]. An advantage of this method is

that the price index is given directly and straightforwardly. Moreover,

it avoids the problem of using the estimated coe cients of the charac-

teristics in the event of scarce independent variation of individual char-

acteristics in the data (multicollinearity). Indeed, in that case (which

is not unusual in hedonic function estimates), the estimated coe -

cients may be very unstable. However, a problem with this method

may arise if we have characteristics of the models that are relevant but

have not been considered. If the composition of the samples in di er-

ent years is not comparable in terms of the excluded characteristics,
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changes in them will be correlated with and, therefore, will not

be capturing a quality-adjusted price change e ect. There have been

some proposals to refine the method [e.g. Berndt and Griliches (1993),

and Gordon (1990)].

Imputing price

Let us assume that the new and old models of the product we wish

to compare di er only in the amount of one characteristic (e.g. the

amount of memory a computer has). Let us further assume that the

manufacturer cannot place a value on the variation in production cost

directly attributable to this change in memory capacity. Having estim-

ated the price of the characteristic hedonically a value can be given to

the di erence in the amount of the characteristic, adding (subtracting)

this amount to (from) the observed price of the old (or new) model.

For example, in an hedonic regression for personal computers in the

United States for June 1999 [see Holdway (2000)], the estimated coef-

ficient relating to the system memory variable is 1.686. Let us assume

that the price of the equivalent personal computer were to hold at

$1500 but that the amount of memory were to increase from 32 to 64

MB. Under this imputation method the change in price, adjusted for

quality, would be {[(1500 (32× 1.686)) 1500] 1} × 100 = 3.6%.

With this adjustment, the price can be used to calculate a traditional

product index, together with the prices taken for the models that have

undergone no changes in quality. This is the method used by the

United States in constructing hedonic prices for computers. One ad-

vantage with these indices is that they allow observed prices to be used

to the maximum, thus minimising the potential specification errors of

hedonic functions.

More generally, if we have some products that are comparable from

one period to another, while others are only observed in one of the two

periods, hedonic regressions can be used to estimate missing prices.

Specifically:

= ˆ +
P
ˆ

In the literature on changes in quality and hedonic prices, there is

little discussion of the advantages and drawbacks of the various in-

dices described above. In general they provide similar price evolutions.

However, this is not always the case.
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The di erent ways of constructing hedonic indices can be seen as al-

ternative ways of specifying price changes of a certain product. In fact,

according to [1], price changes arise via changes in the prices of the

characteristics . Accordingly, it is the prices of the characteristics in

di erent periods which come into play in the calculation of the index

in [2]. On the other hand, according to [3], the change in prices is

considered as the residual variation in prices not attributable to any

specific factor.

2.2 Relevant considerations for estimating hedonic functions

The previous sub-section described di erent forms of obtaining hedonic

price indices once an hedonic function had been estimated. We shall

now discuss certain issues concerning the estimation of such functions.

Theoretical framework

The theoretical relation between the hedonic function and utility and

production functions was established by Rosen (1974) [see also Epple

(1987) and Bartik (1987)]. This analysis assumes that the true ar-

guments in the utility functions (and the true inputs in the produc-

tion functions) are the characteristics of the goods and not the goods

themselves.
5
Agents behave according to a set of supply and demand

functions of characteristics. In equilibrium, the hedonic price func-

tion reflects the distribution of the marginal rate of substitution of

consumers and the distribution of marginal rates of transformation

of firms. For a while, it has been argued that, except in very par-

ticular cases, the hedonic price functions do not allow identification

of the demand or the supply of characteristics and, therefore, neither

the consumer preference structure nor the production technology that

generates them can be recovered. Among other things, hedonic price

functions provide information on the budget constraint facing con-

sumers in terms of characteristics. Namely, on the amount of the j-th

characteristic that consumers must forgo to obtain a greater amount of

the k-th characteristic, holding constant the product price. However,

recently, Ekeland, Heckman and Nesheim (2002a, 2002b) show that

for a very general parametric structure, preferences and technology

are fully identified from demand data.

5
Note that this approach assumes divisibility in production.
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Representativeness and quality of the sample

Early studies used data on prices and specifications of the various

models without taking into account the sales of each model. The data

would be drawn, for example, from specialist publications. However,

it is not desirable that the poorly selling models should overly influ-

ence the results of hedonic analyses. Therefore, although this is often

di cult to achieve, representative samples of the models sold or the

proportion of sales of each model should be used. For example, let

us assume that the data available to us are not a random sample of

computers sold, but that we have a list of the various models available

on the market (along with their prices and characteristics). If we can

obtain from some other source the proportion of sales of each model,

we could use weighted least squares to adjust for the share in sales of

each model [see, for example, the discussion in Berndt (1991) for the

case when the use of aggregate data causes heteroskedasticity of the

errors].

In hedonic studies, data quality is specially important. Owing to the

frequent presence of multicollinearity in empirical hedonic functions,

the estimated coe cients are often rather sensitive to errors in the

data. Therefore, in-depth filtering of the data is often crucial for ob-

taining credible and stable hedonic functions.

List prices versus transaction prices

The most suitable data for an hedonic analysis are actual transaction

prices. However, in most hedonic regression studies, the variable used

is the manufacturer’s listed price, due to the di culty in obtaining the

transaction price. For articles (or periods) with frequent and sizable

discounts (in the case of cars, for example), manufacturers’ listed prices

are not very good proxies for the actual ones.

Choice of variables

As we have seen, hedonic analysis assumes that the production and

consumption of goods (and services) can be analysed breaking these

products down into their characteristics which are, ultimately, the ob-

ject of the transaction. As discussed, the hedonic price function will

most generally reflect, in equilibrium, consumers’ (or buyers’) prefer-

ences and manufacturers’ (or sellers’) production technology. There-

fore, the characteristics that should be considered in an hedonic ana-

lysis are homogeneous economic variables from which the heterogen-

eous goods are constructed [see, for example, Triplett (1986)]. If
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characteristics-based price indices are to have any economic meaning

and not be a mere statistical artefact, the variables selected as char-

acteristics should represent what the buyer values when purchasing a

product and what absorbs resources in production. Appropriate choice

of the characteristics of a product requires, in many cases, technical

knowledge of the production and the use of the product.

For example, in the early hedonic studies on cars, one of the vari-

ables used was the weight. But weight is not a technical characteristic

valued by consumers. It was included on the grounds that it is a

good proxy for characteristics which are not observable, for instance,

comfort of the car. Sometimes, too, weight has been included be-

cause of its correlation with other characteristics (for instance, engine

power, size) and the impossibility of obtaining separate implicit price

coe cients for these characteristics owing to multicollinearity between

them. However, the use of proxies may be dangerous because changes

in the relationship between the proxy and the real technical variables

may inadvertently occur. For example, thanks to technical progress,

cars are produced that are lighter but which retain the level of comfort

previously achieved only with greater weights.

Capital goods are also often valued in terms of their capacity to pro-

duce a certain output rather than because of their physical specific-

ations [see Gordon (1990)]. Nonetheless, most hedonic studies have

used data on physical characteristics rather than on performance, ow-

ing to their readier availability [for an exception, see Ohta and Griliches

(1976)].

Finally, we should stress the importance of the characteristics selection

process for if a characteristic which is a significant factor in price form-

ation is omitted, the price indices derived from the hedonic regression

may be biased.

Functional form

In some particular cases, economic theory o ers precise indications

as to the form of the hedonic price function. One of the examples

mentioned by Triplett (1989) is the case in which all producers have

the same production technology. In this case, the hedonic function will

be "bowed-in", like the production isoquants. The double logarithmic

function has this property and has been used in several hedonic studies

on computers [another example can be found in Arguea and Hsiao

(1993)]. Feenstra (1995) discusses how, in non-competitive situations
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in which prices are above marginal costs, a log-linear form may provide

downward-biased estimates of the hedonic price index. In such cases,

a linear relationship may be preferable.

However, except in special cases, the choice of functional form is an

empirical matter. The linear, semi-logarithmic, double logarithmic

and translog functional forms are those most used. In some studies,

in order to compare statistically alternative functional forms, the Box-

Cox transformation is chosen. Cassel and Mendelsohn (1985) warn of

certain problems in the use of this transformation. In particular, if the

variable we are interested in predicting is the non-transformed price

of the good, having to go through the prediction of the transformed

variable adds a bias (which will depend on the variance of the estimated

residuals and on the functional form), for which an adjustment must

be made.

3. Hedonic prices: empirical evidence and its use in statistics

o ces

In this section we shall review the empirical studies in which hedonic

prices are obtained for the three types of products mentioned in the

introduction: computers, cars and housing. In particular, we shall

gather the estimates available on the magnitude of the di erences in

price changes, depending on whether hedonic or traditional methods

are used. We shall then briefly mention the National Statistics Of-

fices which have adopted hedonic methods in constructing some of the

deflators used in National Accounts items.

3.1 Computers

Available estimates on potential biases

In general, the studies of hedonic prices for the computer industry

analyse separately the di erent components of computers, namely pro-

cessors, peripheral equipment (disk drives, printers, screens), due both

to the di erent characteristics to be taken into account in each case

and to the di erent price evolution. For a discussion on the aggreg-

ation of the indices of the various computer components, see Triplett

(1989) and Gordon (1990).

Early studies focused on hedonic price estimates for mainframes. Chow

(1967) estimated an average annual rate of decline of -20.8% for the

period 1960-65. For a more extensive period from 1951-84, Gor-
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don (1989) found that these prices had fallen on average by 20% per

year, but that there were di erences across periods.
6
Triplett (1989)

provided annual estimates from 1953 to 1984. According to these es-

timates, prices fell on average by 27% per year from 1953 to 1972, and

in 1984 the quality-adjusted price of mainframes was one-tenth of its

value in 1972.
7
On the other hand, the o cial US non-hedonic price

index of computers remained constant from 1953 to 1985.

Gordon (1990) was the first to provide estimates of changes in personal

computer prices based on a pilot study. More extensive papers in this

connection are those of Berndt and Griliches (1993), Berndt, Griliches,

and Rappaport (1995) and Nelson, Tangay, and Patterson (1994). All

these papers show price falls that are greater than for mainframes,

namely with declines of around 28% per year in the period 1982-92.

Berndt, Griliches, and Rappaport (1995) and Berndt, Dulberger, and

6
All the studies referred to are for the United States.
7
Triplett (1989) o ers a survey of the work conducted until then and also provides

two tables summarising the characteristics and functional forms used in the various

studies.

TABLE 1
Price indices for computer equipment: hedonic and

matched-model estimates
Annual rate of change (average)

Cole et al. (1986), Berndt, Griliches, and
Dulberger (1989) Rappaport (1995)

1972-77 1977-84 1972-84 1989-92

Processors Matched models -3 -12.2 -8.5
Hedonic methods -8.5; -12.8 -22.3; -25.1 -17.3; -19.5

Disk-drives Matched models -7.9 -6.2 -6.9
Hedonic methods -13.4; -18.9 -10.9; -15.5 -12.6; -16.9

Printers Matched models -2.6 -4.1 -3.5
Hedonic methods -4.4; -6 -14.4; -22.3 -10.4; -15.5

Terminals Matched models -0.4 -2 -1.3
and Screens Hedonic methods -3.1; -4.0 -9.5; -10.8 -7.3; -7.8

Desk-top PCs Arithmetic mean -9.7
Matched models -19.3
Hedonic methods -31.1; -36.6

Laptop PCs Arithmetic mean -10.6
Matched models (a)
Hedonic methods -17; -26.5

(a) Not available. For the period 1990-92 they provide: arithmetic mean, -12.5%, and matched models, -24.7%.
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Rappaport (2000) stress the need to model laptop and desk-top PCs

separately and to take into account changes in the estimated coe -

cients over time. With estimates spanning the period from 1976 to

1999, the findings in Berndt, Dulberger, and Rappaport (2000) indic-

ate that the fall in PC prices has been greater in the nineties than in

the seventies and eighties, and greater in the late than in the early

nineties.

Conversely, in the case of most peripheral equipment, the studies find

a smaller decline in quality-adjusted prices, although these changes are

very substantial [see, for example, Triplett (1989) and Table 1 with the

results in Cole et al. (1986)].

Finally, there are problems with studying software price changes he-

donically, given the di culty of defining the relevant characteristics.

Eurostat (1999) mentions that the declines in software price indices

adjusting for quality are not comparable with those that have taken

place in the case of hardware.

A recurrent theme in studies of hedonic prices for computers is the

treatment of the so-called technological disequilibrium. Indeed, in the

case of products undergoing substantial and constant technological in-

novations, in the same period new models coexist alongside previous

models that do not disappear immediately with the introduction of

new, better models. The new models may be better than the previ-

ous ones in terms of characteristics, and they may also be cheaper.

To avoid the disequilibrium problem, some authors focus only on new

models. This may be a valid approach when studying price changes

with an interest in technological progress. But it is not satisfactory

when a deflator of the production value of computers is sought. Papers

that cover all the models existing in each period and provide altern-

ative treatment to this problem are, for example, those by Cole et al.

(1986), or Berndt, Griliches, and Rappaport (1995).

In addition to these studies, there are many papers that calculate

computer prices with hedonic methods [see Table 2 for a summary

of findings, and the references in Triplett (1989), Schreyer (1998),

or Landefeld and Grimm (2000)]. It is more di cult to find papers

providing comparable estimates of price variations taking into account

quality changes in a non-hedonic and hedonic way. In Table 1 we re-

produce results obtained in Cole et al. (1986), Dulberger (1989), and

Berndt, Griliches, and Rappaport (1995). These compare hedonic in-
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dices and matched models indices. From this table we can conclude

that a di erence of -10% per year on average between computer price

changes measured using traditional methods to take into account qual-

ity changes, and those measured hedonically is, in general, reasonable.

This is the estimate of the bias adopted in Schreyer (1998) in a sim-

ulation of the implications for the measurement of National Accounts

magnitudes.

TABLE 2
Hedonic estimates of price indices for computers (a)

Reference Type of computer Period Annual average rate
of change

Chow (1967) Mainframes 1960-65 -21

Gordon (1989) Mainframes 1951-84 -20

Triplett (1989) Mainframes 1953-72 -21

PCs 1972-84 -15

Cartwright (1986) Mainframes 1972-84 -14

Cole et al (1986) Mainframes 1972-84 -19

Gordon (1990) PCs 1951-84 -20

PCs 1981-87 -30

Berndt and Griliches (1993) PCs 1982-89 -20; -33

Berndt, Griliches, and Desk-top 1989-92 -31; -36
Rappaport (1995)

Laptop 1989-92 -17; -26

Nelson, Tanguay, and PCs 1984-91 -27
Patterson (1994)

Berndt, Dulberger, and PCs 1983-89 -18
Rappaport (2000)

PCs 1989-94 -32

PCs 1994-99 -39

Aizcorbe, Corrado, and PCs 1994-98 -30
Doms (2000)

Desk-top 1994-98 -31

Laptop 1994-98 -26

BEA price index PCs 1994-98 -32

Shiratsuka (1999) PCs 1991-94 -24.4

BEA price index before the Computers 1953-85 0
introduction of hedonic methods

(a) All the studies are for the United States except Shiratsuka (1999), which is for Japan.
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We should mention here a variation of the traditional method of com-

paring samples of products that do not change from one period to

another (matched models). This method appears to lead, for certain

types of goods, such as computers, to similar results to those obtained

with hedonic methods. The idea is to collect, for each period, prices

and quantities for a representative sample. The models in a repres-

entative sample at are compared with homogeneous models at +1,
and an index is constructed between and + 1. Then, based on
a representative sample of + 1 (di erent from the one used in the

comparison + 1), the index between + 1 and + 2 is calculated.
Finally, the indices thus obtained are chained. The di erence from

the traditional method of comparing similar samples is that the same

sample is not tracked for several periods, just for two. For this method

to be valid for quality-change adjustments, the information should be

collected frequently (monthly or quarterly) and at each point in time

the proportion of models sold corresponding to recently introduced

models (or models about to be discarded) should be small. Aizcorbe,

Corrado, and Doms (2000) describe and justify this method in detail.

Moreover, they calculate price indices for PCs and microprocessors

under this method and compare the results with those obtained un-

der hedonic methods. They find that between 1994 and 1998 the

two types of indices show similar trends (-29.1% and -29.8% in an-

nual average terms), but from one year to the next the discrepancies

are sometimes considerable. These authors argue that this method

of (frequent) overlapping adjacent-period comparisons is more reliable

than the hedonic method. Significantly, Austria is experimenting with

this method to deflate the software and computers component in its

National Accounts [see Eurostat (1999)].

Hedonic indices for computer equipment prices in National Statistics

O ces

a) United States

The BEA, the US National Accounts agency, has been using computer

price indices based on hedonic methods to deflate several components

of output since December 1985.
8
Until then, the computer price index

was assumed constant since 1953.

8
It also provides estimates for earlier periods, initially since 1969 and later since

1959.
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The index originally used [see Cartwright (1986)] was a combination of

indices for certain computer components and were developed jointly

with IBM. Detailed information on characteristics and the hedonic

specifications used for each computer component can be found in Cole

et al. (1986). These indices had two substantial limitations. First, the

sample of processors was confined to models sold by IBM and the other

three companies with totally compatible products; moreover, personal

computers were not included among the products sampled. Second,

full information was not available on amounts dispatched, which act

as the appropriate weights in the construction of the index.

In parallel, the BLS, the agency responsible for constructing the pro-

ducer price index, began publishing an index of computer prices in

1991 that included hedonic quality adjustments [see Bureau of Labour

Statistics (1997)]. The way the BLS obtains the sample is a significant

improvement on other studies. First, the companies in the industry

are selected in proportion to their employment. Next, within each

company, the products and the models are selected in proportion to

sales. In addition to this type of basic information, the BLS also uses

information which varies according to the product. Until 1996, this

information was drawn from specialist publications, and from 1997

onwards from producers’ sites on the Internet. Holdway (2000) o ers

details on the sample, specification and estimated coe cients for the

case of personal computers. The BLS uses these hedonic estimates,

obtained period by period, to adjust production prices when technical

changes arise, i.e. to obtain the implicit prices for changes in the tech-

nical characteristics of computers included in the industrial production

index (see the example in section 2.1).

Currently, the BEA uses the detailed price indices for computers, peri-

pheral equipment, etc. of the BLS [see Landefeld and Grimm (2000)

or Bureau of Economic Analysis (2000)]. To measure prices and real

GDP, the BEA has been aggregating these indices since 1995, using

chained indices with weights of adjacent periods.

b) Other countries

INSEE, in France, publishes hedonic method-based prices for PCs and

printers among its producer price indices. It began to publish these
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indices for PCs in 1991 and for printers in 1992.
9
In Canada,

10
in

1986, the new hedonic indices of the BEA was adopted as production

and imports deflators. In 1992 hedonic production indices for PCs

and printers based on information supplied by Canadian distributors

began to be constructed. In constructing its o cial wholesale domestic

price index, the Bank of Japan adopted the use of hedonic methods in

its 1990 revision. The types of computers considered include PCs and

mainframes.
11
Hedonic methods are also being used in the construc-

tion of producer price indices for computers in Sweden and Denmark

uses the US hedonic index, adjusted for the exchange rate. Accord-

ing to Eurostat (1999), a type of hedonic adjustment is also used in

Sweden in the import price index for PCs.

3.2 Cars

The early hedonic price studies were made for cars [Court (1939),

Fisher, Griliches, and Kaysen (1962), Griliches (1964), Triplett (1969),

Griliches (1971), Ohta and Griliches (1976)]. Along with computers,

cars are the product on which most studies relating to prices and

quality changes have focused (see a summary of findings in Table 3).

Court (1939) found that, according to his hedonic price index, there

had been a 55% fall in new car prices in the period 1925-35. Conversely,

the o cial BLS figures showed an increase of 45%.

9
For details on the characteristics included in the INSEE models, see Moreau (1996).

For comments on the di erence in France in obtaining computer price indices for

the consumer price producer price indices, see Bascher and Lacroix (1999).
10
Information based on Lowe (1996, 1999) and Baldwin et al. (1997).

11
For more information on the functional form and the characteristics chosen, see

Baldwin et al. (1997).

TABLE 3
Hedonic estimates of price indices for cars (a)

Reference Type of car Period Annual average Annual average
rate of change. rate of change.
Hedonic index Traditional index (b)

Court (1939) New 1925-35 -7.7 3.8
Griliches (1964) New 1947-61 0.5; 1.8 3.3
Triplett (1969) New 1960-66 1.5 -0.9
Griliches (1971) New 1937-60 1.2; 2.9 4.3
Ohta and Griliches New 1955-71 1.0 0.9
(1976) Second-hand 1961-71 2.3 3.1
Gordon (1990) New 1947-83 3.9 2.9

Second-hand 1953-83 3.4 4.4

(a) All the studies are for the United States.
(b) CPI for cars adjusted for quality changes through production costs reported by manufacturers.
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Nonetheless, no statistics o ce uses hedonic methods in constructing

car prices. In the United States, the BLS publishes a breakdown of

quality adjustments (both for passenger vehicles and for light trucks)

divided into three categories: safety improvements, emission-control

equipment and other changes. The adjustments are made on the basis

of the production costs reported by manufacturers.
12
Despite acknow-

ledging that this is not a very satisfactory means of adjusting for qual-

ity changes [Triplett (1990)], the same author [in Triplett (1997)] sets

out certain problems in using hedonic equations for cars due to their

complexity. He stresses the need to gather data on characterisitcs that

are better suited to the requirements of hedonic functions theory.
13

Another limitation mentioned by several authors [for example, Gor-

don (1990), Triplett (1969)] is that cross-section hedonic regressions

cannot capture improvements that are incorporated simultaneously

into all vehicles. This is the case with certain new security fittings

and emission-control mechanisms to reduce pollution which were in-

troduced by law.

Certain findings from comparisons made for the United States between

o cial and hedonic indices appear to point along these lines. For in-

stance, Gordon (1990) provides a table (Table 8.8) in which the simil-

arity of changes in the o cial and hedonic indices of Ohta and Griliches

(1976) for the period 1947-71 is patently clear. In this paper Gordon

also o ers more recent comparisons. In the case of new cars, he shows

how the larger increase in the hedonic index during the period 1974-80

is due entirely to adjustments for safety and anti-pollution improve-

ments in the BLS indices, which were not envisaged in the hedonic

estimates. Bearing this in mind, no significant di erence between the

two indices can be seen. Nor in the case of second-hand vehicles, for

the period 1965-80, were di erences found between the o cial indices

and the related hedonic index. These results are indicative of the di -

culties hedonic specifications face in capturing vehicle quality changes

accurately.

Finally, we will mention the fact that the Boskin report points out

that a significant improvement in the quality of vehicles which has not

been taken into account in the related studies, and which is di cult

to measure in an hedonic context, is the increase that has taken place

in the useful life of cars.

12
For more information on the BLS method, see Gordon (1990), Chapter 8.

13
J. Triplett is chief economist at the BEA.
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3.3 Construction14

Available estimates on potential biases

Contrary to the computer or car industries, few papers calculating

hedonic price indices have been written for construction (see Table

4).
15

However, as we shall see, the use of hedonic price indices for

construction by public statistics o ces is as widespread as in the case

of computers.

14
This section is based on the following information: Bureau of Economic Analysis

(1974), Bureau of the Census (1997), OECD (1997), Pieper (1989), Pieper (1990)

and the websites of the various national statistics o ces.
15
Specific hedonic house prices have been constructed for local areas, as for example

in Palmquist (1980), Mark and Goldberg (1984), Case, Pollakowski, and Wachter

(1991), and Clapp, Giacotto, and Tirtiroglu (1991).

TABLE 4
Hedonic estimates of price indices for construction

Reference and Type of Period Annual average rate Annual average rate
country construction of change. Hedonic change. Traditional

index index

BEA (1974), USA New houses 1947-73 2.9 3.5(a)

1947-50 4.1 4.7(a)

1950-53 3.5 3.7(a)

1953-57 1.5 2.1(a)

1957-60 0.2 1.5(a)

1960-65 0.4 1.8(a)

1965-69 5.0 4.8(a)

1969-73 6.4 6.0(a)

Bureau of the New houses 1992-93 4.4 2.5(b)

Census (1997), USA

Fleming and Nellis New and Jan.1983- 9.17 4.66(b)

(1985a), United second-hand Oct.1984
Kingdom houses

New houses Jan.1983- 7.13 0.58(b)

Oct.1984

Second-hand Jan.1983- 9.27 5.19(b)

houses Oct.1984

(a) Index based on production factor costs.
(b) Index calculated as an average of house prices.
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In 1974, the US BEA published tables with the changes in the new

deflators, which use hedonic methods, and the previous ones, for dif-

ferent construction items. For residential construction, the hedonic

index grew annually during the period 1947-1973 by 2.9% on average,

while the previously used index did so by 3.5%. The overestimation

of the change in housing prices when hedonic methods are not used

is repeated for most of the sub-periods (e.g. 1950-53,1960-65, among

others). Nonetheless, for certain periods it is the hedonic index which

grows more quickly than the old index. For instance, between 1969

and 1973, it grew by 6.4% per year compared with 6% in the case

of the traditional index. In more recent estimates, the Bureau of the

Census has calculated that from 1992 to 1993, its hedonic index for

new house prices increased by around 4.4%, while an index based on a

simple average of house prices rose by 2.5%. This di erence is due to

the shift during this period towards the construction of smaller homes,

with fewer fittings, and in more a ordable areas, i.e. towards lower

quality houses. Therefore, an index which takes into account the lower

quality of the houses being built will outgrow one that does not. It

therefore seems that, in the short run, housing hedonic indices may be

expected to grow above or below those calculated with methods that

do not adjust for quality. However, in the long run, when more distant

periods are compared, there are generally increases in the quality of

the houses built and, therefore, the hedonic housing price indices will

grow below non-hedonic ones.
16

Fleming and Nellis (1985a) estimate that between January 1983 and

October 1984 the UK hedonic index grew by 16.6% for housing in

general and by 12.8% for new houses, while with a simple average,

house prices grew by 8.3% for total housing and by 1.02% for new

housing. Here the e ect of an increase in construction of lower-quality

housing is also clearly seen.

An alternative procedure that has been used to control for quality

changes in house prices is the repeated sales regression method first

proposed by Bailey, Muth, and Nourse (1963) and further developed

and implemented by Case and Shiller (1987). The idea is to use ob-

servations on houses that have been sold more than once to estimate

a quality corrected index. This technique has been criticised (see,

16
Arévalo (1998) estimates that there has been an increase in housing quality in

Spain between 1980-81 and 1990-91. However, she does not calculate prices adjusted

for it.
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for example, Mark and Goldberg (1984), Haurin and Hendershott

(1991), and Clapp, Giacotto, and Tirtiroglu (1991)) because of the

small sample sizes involved after throwing away all the information on

houses sold only once. Other caveats are the lack of representativeness

of the often-sold houses and the possible changes that occur between

sales, both in the structure of the house itself and in the neighbour-

hood characteristics. Some hybrid models that share features of both

the hedonic and the repeated sales methods have also been estimated

(see Palmquist (1980), Case, Pollakowski, and Wachter (1991), and

Case and Quigley (1991)).

- Hedonic indices for construction prices in O cial Statistics O ces

a) United States

It was in the construction industry where a national statistics o ce,

the US Bureau of Economic Analysis, first adopted an hedonic price

index. It is this index which is used to deflate more than 50% of the

construction sector in US National Accounts.

In 1961, a committee chaired by Stigler reached very critical conclu-

sions after studying the indices used in the United States in the con-

struction industry. In its report [see Price Statistics Review Committee

(1961)], the committee argued that the indices used measured factor

rather than production costs. Those indices assume that productivity

is constant in construction and, therefore, that price changes in the

industry may be overstated when productivity increases. Following

the report, the Census Bureau began to collect data on new house

sales and, after experimenting with the hedonic method, it published

its one-family-house price index in 1968 using survey information on

the physical characteristics and price of new houses sold during the

period [see Bureau of Census (1997)].

Indices constructed on the basis of the hedonic estimates were, un-

til 1996, Laspeyres-type indices of characteristics. In 1997 there was

a substantial modification to the index when the Bureau adopted

Fisher’s chained indices. The adoption of Fisher indices (note that the

Fisher index is the geometric mean of the Laspeyres, , and Paasche,

, indices) responds to the need to accommodate satisfactorily the

substitution that takes place when relative prices change. Until 1997,

the Bureau would measure quality in constant terms in the house price

index, fixing house characteristics over a specific number of periods.

However, the same quality can be attained with di erent combina-
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tions of characteristics. Moreover, according to theory, an index that

accurately reflects the price of a house of similar quality should not

maintain the amount of characteristics fixed, given that buyers’ pref-

erences change [see Triplett (1992) for a detailed explanation].

Consequently, chained indices are now calculated. These indices are

constructed by calculating the Fisher index for two adjacent years and

multiplying the annual indices to form the new index. For example, the

chained annual index based in an initial year 0 is obtained as follows:

0 = 1 1 2 2 1 1 0 where =

This housing index is used by the Census Bureau not only to deflate

residential construction (which includes, in addition to the type of

dwellings covered by the index, multiunit residential buildings, and

residential additions and alterations) but also the construction of small

non-residential buildings. In this respect, the extension of the hedonic

method to other construction components has proved di cult in the

United States.

b) Other countries

The Netherlands, Sweden, and Norway also use hedonic methods to

construct housing indices [OECD (1997)].

Finally, it is worth describing a method that is not properly hedonic

but related. It is a method used by the Department of the Environ-

ment, Transport and the Regions (United Kingdom) to address the

problem of non-comparability of house prices over time. For a sample

of the houses sold each quarter (approximately 5,000 houses), a series

of characteristics other than price are taken, such as: type of dwelling,

age (new or second-hand), number of bedrooms, and region. With

these data a 156-cell matrix is constructed, defined by the previous

characteristics. For each cell, the average price in each period is cal-

culated. Finally, a weighted average whose weights are the number of

transactions in each cell is calculated. This mix-adjustment procedure

can be seen as a non-parametric method that is more general than

an hedonic regression that were based on these same characteristics.

Nonetheless, a significant limitation of this procedure, in practice, is

the need for a su cient number of observations in each cell of the mat-

rix. For the period 1969-81, new house price increases in the United

Kingdom, thus adjusted for composition, were much lower than using

a simple average of prices. The opposite is the case for second-hand
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housing [see Fleming and Nellis (1985b) and Department of the Envir-

onment (1982)].

4. Macroeconomic implications for National Accounts

Hedonic techniques are still far from being adopted by a majority of

countries. Therefore, international comparisons of variables such as

productivity, investment and growth should be made bearing in mind

to what extent the behaviour in real terms of each such variable is

a ected by the use, in certain countries but not in others, of hedonic

price indices. Several papers have studied the impact of the use of

di erent techniques by di erent countries to measure changes in the

prices of high technology products when international comparisons are

made, both at the sectoral and aggregate levels.

At the sectoral level, Triplett (1996) and Schreyer (1996) showed that

to calculate the impact on the value added of a sector, or on its pro-

ductivity, it is not only necessary to consider the adjustments made to

real production figures, but also to real input figures. This may o set

to some extent the e ects on sectoral value added. The upward ad-

justment of the sector’s real output means that industries using inputs

from this sector will see their value added reduced and, consequently,

the aggregate e ects on GDP will be partly o set.

Various studies have performed simulations on the aggregate e ects

of quality adjustment to price indices. These include most notably

Schreyer (1996) and Schreyer (1998) for five OECD countries; Lilico

(2001) in a comparison between the United States, the United King-

dom and Germany; and Eurostat (1999) for Germany, France and the

Netherlands. As we shall see, the estimated quantitative impact var-

ies from country to country and according to the study considered.

Notwithstanding, the conclusions may be summarised saying that the

e ects on the growth rate of real GDP are not of an amount su -

cient to explain the growth and productivity di erentials between the

various countries.

In this section we shall first review the papers available which address

the impact of the use of hedonic adjustments in price series on sec-

toral variables. Secondly, we shall present the available evidence on

aggregate-level e ects.
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4.1 Sectoral e ects of quality adjustments

Labour productivity in the computer and o ce equipment sector shows

widely di ering trends when international comparisons are made.

While the United States exhibits annual growth rates close to 25%,

during the eighties, countries such as Italy, Germany or France show

rates lower than 5% per year.
17
Wycko (1995) performs a simple ex-

ercise, involving the application of the same deflator - namely the US

deflator calculated with hedonic techniques - to each country’s nom-

inal computer and o ce equipment output figures.
18

He concludes

that most of the divergences observed between the productivity growth

rates in this sector in OECD countries during the eighties are due to

di erences in the methodologies applied to calculate deflators. With a

common deflator, the di erences between countries diminish notably.

The impact of the use of the US deflator is so significant in Germany or

France as to entail productivity growth of more than 15% per year.
19

Nonetheless, these e ects become progressively less significant as in-

dustries are aggregated. Specifically, the impact on the measurement

of productivity in the manufacturing sector as a whole amounts to a

few tenths of a point upwards in most countries.

On the basis of this evidence, Triplett (1996) and Schreyer (1996) em-

phasise the need to make the appropriate adjustments to the inputs

of the sectors analysed, while in turn adjusting the final products.

Triplett (1996) argues that the strikingly large falls in the prices re-

flected in hedonic indices are not confined solely to the computer sec-

tor but a ect all high-technology sectors. After discounting the fall in

semiconductor prices, which is one of the main inputs in the computer

sector and whose prices have fallen by more than those of computers,

productivity gains in the US computer sector remain high, albeit lower

by a significant amount. The average price falls in the period 1978-94,

of 14% per year, drops to around 10% once the e ect of the decline

17
France even had a negative productivity growth rate during this decade.

18
By applying the same deflator to all countries without taking into account the

specific characteristics to each country that may a ect price changes, biases are

undoubtedly being incurred in the measurement of productivity. However, this ex-

ercise seeks to illustrate the extent to which di erences in deflators between coun-

tries a ect this measurement. Moreover, given the degree of internationalisation of

this sector, most of these di erences may be caused by methodological di erences

between countries.
19
For the nineties, and applying a broader definition than that used by Wycko

(1995), Van Ark (2000) replicates this exercise and obtains very similar results in

those European countries that continue not to use hedonic price indices.
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in semiconductor prices is discounted.
20
Although these productivity

gains are still greater than those in other manufacturing sectors, this

exercise is illustrative of the fact that sectoral studies on productivity

performance and the e ects of hedonic prices should be made introdu-

cing the appropriate adjustments into the price of inputs, not only of

final output.

Schreyer (1996) performs a similar exercise, calculating the e ects on

sectoral value added and on aggregate GDP of introducing adjust-

ments into both final output and inputs. He highlights how value

added in other manufacturing sectors, which make intensive use of

high-technology products as inputs, is reduced to around 1% per year

owing to the e ect of the price index adjustments in the technology

sectors. Therefore, part of the e ect on the measurement of real vari-

ables arising from making this type of adjustment to price indices is a

redistribution of growth across industries. Industries producing goods

with rapid quality changes will see their growth revised upwards, but

those using these goods in their productive process as inputs will see

it revised downwards.

On assessing the impact of price index adjustments on the measure-

ment of technological progress, a final factor should be considered.

Although the measurement of labour productivity is considerably af-

fected in those sectors producing these types of goods, the impact will

necessarily be less on a broader measure of technological process, such

as total factor productivity, which also takes capital into account as a

factor of production. As real investment series are adjusted upwards

to reflect the positive e ect on the figures for capital investment in

the technological sector, it will give rise to a greater capital stock in

the economy,
21
which will reduce the estimate made of the trend of

total factor productivity.
22
Specifically, the adjustments to price series

will also a ect the interpretation of economic growth by altering the

20
Triplett (1996) calculates several scenarios for price variations depending on the

weight accorded to semiconductors in computer industry inputs. With the highest

weight among those considered, price falls in the computer sector decline up to 5%

per year.
21
However, an additional factor must be considered. Rapid quality changes a ect

the depreciation rate and, therefore, capital stock estimates.
22
As Schreyer (2000) indicates, the total e ect may even be negative if the tech-

nology sector’s goods are mostly imported. There is thus scarcely any increase in

GDP following the adjustments, but the economy’s capital stock does increase.
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breakdown of total growth into the growth of inputs, in this case of

the capital stock, and the growth of total factor productivity.

4.2 Aggregate e ects of quality adjustments

General considerations

The aggregate e ects of the quality adjustments to technology-sector

price indices may be accounted for in the calculation of GDP from

the standpoint of demand or supply. On the demand side, the e ects

on the GDP components (Consumption, Investment, Exports and Im-

ports) are calculated, which avoids making the necessary adjustments

to inputs and allows for the analysis of which GDP components are

most a ected by quality adjustments. The aggregation of the value

added of the di erent industries in order to calculate GDP from the

supply side has the added complication of applying correctly double

deflation, of both final output and inputs. However it allows to study

the way sectoral contributions to economic growth or sectoral pro-

ductivity measures are a ected.

Discussion on these e ects should also take a series of factors into

consideration. Obviously, the amount of the adjustments made to

price indices and the relative importance of the sectors a ected by

them determine the scale of the aggregate e ects. However, these

e ects will be qualified by the degree to which those products are

intended for final demand or are intermediate goods, by the share in

the national output of these sectors compared with imports and by

the type of index used to aggregate the final demand components or

the sectoral outputs.

At one extreme, when the sector’s output is used entirely as interme-

diate goods, any adjustment made to its real output will a ect the

sectoral measures of output, but GDP will be completely unchanged

by this adjustment. At the other extreme, when the sector’s entire

output is intended for final demand, any upward revision of its real

growth figures will pass through to GDP in direct proportion to the

relative importance of the sector in the economy. Moreover, when ad-

justments are made to the output of various sectors, it should be borne

in mind that any upward adjustment of output figures will also take

place in the figures for imports of these products, whereby they will

have a negative e ect on GDP growth.
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Lastly, the type of index used to aggregate the real figures and calcu-

late GDP matters. A Laspeyres-type volume index with fixed weights

in the base year will su er from substitution bias, since the substi-

tutions arising as a result of relative price changes are not properly

captured. As the goods whose quantities tend to grow most are those

whose relative prices exhibit less growth, weighting by base-year prices

overestimates the aggregate growth of real total output. Moreover, it

is precisely when hedonic methods are used that changes in relative

prices are most acute. When the real output of technological goods

grows more owing to the quality adjustments to their price indices, it

is all the more necessary to correct the substitution bias incurred by

weighting using base-year prices. A Fischer volume index is preferable

in these circumstances. By using a Fischer volume index, the relative

price evolution brought about by the adjustments to certain sectors is

taken into account, and this o sets part of the increase in real output.

In sum, the e ects on a country’s real growth of making this type of

adjustments to the price indices of a set of industries are, ultimately,

an empirical issue. This is related to the amount of these adjustments,

the country’s productive structure, its sectoral specialisation and the

distribution of its imports, and the degree of substitution caused by

changes in relative prices.

Empirical studies available

A Eurostat task force [see Eurostat (1999)] performed some simple

calculations on the impact of adjusting price indices in this sector on

aggregate growth figures. The exercise was conducted solely with the

1991 GDP growth rate in Germany, France and the Netherlands. It

concluded that a 10% adjustment to the computer industry price index

meant, on average, one-tenth of a percentage point of extra growth

per year. This simple exercise, which does not take into account the

substitution e ects induced by changes in relative prices and covers

only one year, may be indicative of the degree of magnitude of the

figures under discussion.

Schreyer (1998) made a detailed analysis of the impact of these types

of adjustments on five OECD countries (United States, Japan, France,

Canada and the Netherlands), bearing in mind the above-mentioned

aspects. First, a set of products was chosen on which there was empir-

ical evidence that their prices were greatly a ected when changes in

their quality were taken into account with hedonic methods. The sec-
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tors and the magnitude of the adjustments made were as follows: com-

puters, -10%; semiconductors, -10%; TVs, radios and other electronic

goods, -2%; scientific and precision instruments, -2%; and computer

and communications services, -2%. These adjustments mean that the

di erence between a traditional price index and an hedonic index is

of the magnitude indicated for each sector. Other sectors, like the

financial or health-care sectors, are not included, although they use

new technologies intensively and it is quite likely that the phenomena

associated with the incorrect measurement of quality are also present.

The magnitude of these adjustments adopted by the author may be

considered to be cautious. As we saw in section 2, there is a fairly

wide range of estimated biases when deciding on the magnitude of the

adjustment to apply. In the computer industry, for example, there is a

wealth of empirical evidence available which, depending on the period

considered, places the decline in the hedonic price indices in this sector

at between 15% and 30%.
23
Schreyer’s assumption is that the di er-

ence between an hedonic method and a traditional one is 10%, and

there is less empirical evidence on this di erence. As we saw in the

previous section, Cole et al (1986), Dulberger (1989) and Berndt et al.

(1995) obtain di erences of around 10%-15% between a matched model

method and the hedonic method. Although the traditional methods

used by di erent statistical o ces are not always matched model meth-

ods, this di erence may indicate the order of magnitude of the di er-

ences between a traditional and an hedonic price index. Moreover,

we should take into account that in a national accounts analysis, the

output of the computer sector usually includes other outputs such as

o ce machinery which, undoubtedly, reduces the average biases to be

taken into account at this level of aggregation.

That said, applying a di erence common to all countries between their

traditional method and the hedonic method may be a substantial

source of error. A traditional method may be a simple arithmetic

mean of prices (which does not take into account any quality change),

di erent imputations from the assessment of quality changes (based

on expert opinions, consultations with manufacturers or an estimation

through the options cost method) or the use of the matched model

method. These methods capture the changes in product quality to

widely di ering degrees, and, therefore, to calculate the e ects of us-

23
See Table 2 in this survey and Box 1 in Schreyer (1998).
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ing hedonic methods, the methodology previously used in the country

should be taken into account.
24

Schreyer’s results indicate that consumption (both government and

private) is the GDP component less a ected by the adjustments to

high technology products. Investment, exports and imports increase

at annual rates of between 0.4% and 1% more, if quality changes are

properly discounted. The e ect on investment is particularly signific-

ant since, as we have already mentioned, an incorrect measurement

of investment has consequences for the measurement of the economy’s

capital stock and for the evolution of total factor productivity. The

aggregate e ects are not, however, very substantial. With the excep-

tion of Japan, which would grow at an average rate of almost half a

percentage point above the current rate following the adjustments, the

other countries would not grow significantly above what the present

figures indicate.
25

Japan’s greater specialisation in high technology

products along with the significance of these products in Japanese ex-

ports explain this result. In the remaining countries, although the

e ects on investment or exports are considerable, the aggregate e ect

on GDP is reduced by imports of this type of product.
26

However, these results compare an initial situation -in which a coun-

try does not make hedonic adjustments to its price indices and uses

a Laspeyres volume index in the aggregation- with a final situation

where, in addition to quality adjustments, the aggregation methodo-

logy has changed to a Fischer volume index. This change precludes an

24
For example, during the period 1986-92, the deflator for the o ce machinery and

computer industry evolved rather di erently across the European countries that

were applying various traditional methods. The di erences with the US deflator

range from over 17% for Spain, and of between 11% and 12% for Finland, Italy, the

Netherlands or France, to one of 8% for Germany or of 5% for Sweden. Data for

United States and European countries are from Wycko (1995) and Spanish figures

are form o cial National Accounts data from INE.
25
Schreyer (1996) obtain similar results calculating these aggregate e ects from the

supply side, from sectoral value added up to GDP, once both final output and

inputs have been suitably deflated. His results indicate that aggregate real growth

figures are between two and three-tenths of a percentage point per year higher in

countries such as Germany, Canada, the United States or the United Kingdom.

The result for Japan is once again a rise of up to half a percentage point.
26
In a recent paper, Izquierdo and Matea (2001a) obtain similar results for Spain

applying quality adjustments to ITC price indices of the same magnitude. Aggreg-

ate e ects on GDP are around one tenth of a percentage point for the 1986-1994

period. To include housing and car sectors into the analysis increases the e ect on

GDP up to 0.26 percentage points.
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overestimation of real output, due to the substitution bias incurred by

a Laspeyres index, and partly o sets the positive e ects of the qual-

ity adjustments on the aggregate growth rate. Comparing the two

Laspeyres indices growth rates, before and after quality adjustments,

the aggregate e ects would translate into a rise in growth rates for

France, the United States and the Netherlands of between two and

three-tenths of a percentage point per year, and of over seven-tenths

of a point in Japan.
27

Although the e ects on GDP obtained in this paper are limited, they

hinge crucially on the assumptions about the size of the adjustments

made to price indices. These phenomena have probably become more

acute in the second half of the nineties.
28
And nor can it be ruled out

that they have spread to other sectors of the economy not considered

in this study. Schreyer (1996) himself argues that both the financial

sector and the communications services sector have invested heavily

in new technology products that have enabled them to enhance the

quality of the services provided. Such improvements are di cult to

measure with the habitual National Accounts methodologies for the

services sector.

Lastly, mention should be made of the work by Lilico (2001). The au-

thor calculates the overall impact on US growth of deflating computer

production using the British deflator, which is not calculated by means

of hedonic techniques.
29
The results indicate that the average growth

of 4.1% between 1995 and 1999 would have fallen to 3.5% in the United

States had the UK deflator for computers been used. This aggregate

27
These calculations indicate the significance of the substitution biases caused

by the changes in relative prices. However, the substitution bias incurred by a

Laspeyres index is not specific to the presence of these quality adjustments and

the change to a Fischer index eliminates this bias in any situation. It is only the

considerable changes in relative prices observed after quality adjustments in certain

sectors that recommends the use of a Fischer index.
28
At least it would seem so on the evidence available for the United States. Berndt

et al. (2000) obtain an annual average fall in personal computer prices of 18% from

1980 to 1989, of 32% from 1989 to 1994 and of 39% from 1994 to 1999. However,

the potentially significant bias is the di erence between these declines and the

movements reflected in the o cial figures.
29
Quality adjustments in the United Kingdom computer sector are made following

the same method as for other goods. When changes arise in product quality, man-

ufacturers are asked for an estimate of the cost of having introduced the quality

improvement and half of this cost is imputed as a change in quality. The computer

deflator thus calculated decreases much more slowly than the US deflator calculated

using hedonic techniques. See Lilico (2001) for greater detail.
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impact, equal to six-tenths of a point of growth per year, is fairly high if

we bear in mind that, unlike the study by Schreyer (1998), Lilico makes

adjustments only in the computers sector, without extending them to

the other technology sectors. Unfortunately, the author does not give

an exhaustive breakdown of how the various calculations have been

made to arrive at these e ects. Thus, although the e ects on imports

are borne in mind, it is not known whether the necessary adjustments

are made to inputs and whether the aggregation is still by means of a

Laspeyres volume index.

5. Conclusions

Rapid technical progress in recent years has exacerbated the problems

of measuring price changes and, consequently, economic variables at

constant prices which arise when there are changes in product qual-

ity. One natural way of addressing these measurement problems is to

use hedonic prices. Hedonic methods break down a product into its

characteristics and measure the “pure” change in prices as that which

would take place for certain given characteristics.

In this survey we have briefly described the hedonic methodology, con-

sidering di erent aspects that are relevant when it comes to estimat-

ing an hedonic function. Specifically, we have considered the following

issues: theoretical framework, representativeness and quality of the

sample, list prices versus transaction prices, choice of variables, and

functional form. Knowledge of these issues enables the advantages and

drawbacks of the use of hedonic equations to be assessed.

The survey also explains how, on the basis of a specific hedonic equa-

tion, hedonic price indices can be constructed in di erent ways. The

di erent indices can be seen as alternative ways of specifying a given

product’s price evolution. Moreover, they vary as regards the extent

to which the results of the estimated hedonic equation are used.

Hedonic methodology has already been adopted by some public stat-

istics o ces. In the survey we have reviewed the di erences estimated

in the literature between hedonic and traditional indices, and the ad-

option of hedonic indices by statistics o ces. We have focused on the

use of hedonic methods in three industries: computer equipment, cars,

and construction.

A significant barrier to the adoption of hedonic methodology to con-

struct price indices is the data collection involved, as information is
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needed not only on product prices but also on their related character-

istics. Moreover, the econometric estimations are not always stable.

Lastly, it should be stressed that the hedonic methodology is not cap-

able of covering totally new products. The hedonic methodology is

suitable provided that the setting is stable in terms of characteristics.

This marks an advantage over traditional methods, which require a

stable setting in terms of goods. However, nor does the hedonic func-

tion capture improvements attributable to technical progress enabling

something which it was technologically impossible to produce in pre-

vious periods. A similar problem is posed by the disappearance of old

products insofar as the new products replacing them are not superior

across all the characteristics [see Nordhaus (1998)].

Foreseeably, there will be a much broader debate in the future on

the advantages, drawbacks, and uses of these methods. Attention at

present is focused mainly on the impact that the use of these tech-

niques has on economic growth and productivity figures, at both the

sectoral and aggregate levels. Such attention is justified. At the sec-

toral level we have seen how the use of a common deflator for the

computers and o ce machinery sector for various countries reduces

but by no means eliminates the sector’s productivity di erentials, es-

pecially if the changes in the quality of the inputs used by the sector

are taken into account. Note, however, that the adjustments to price

series will a ect investment and capital series, and by extension, the

interpretation, too, of economic growth. This is because they alter

the distribution between total growth accounted for by the growth of

inputs and total factor productivity growth.

On studying the aggregate impact, the upward correction that occurs

in real sectoral output figures will pass through all the more to the ag-

gregate growth figures the greater the relative weight of the sector in

final demand and the greater the sector’s national output (as opposed

to imports). It should also be borne in mind that the use of hedonic

indices makes it more necessary than in the case of traditional price

indices to employ indices allowing for the substitutions that arise as

a result of changes in the relative prices of goods. The use of these

indices will o set, in part, the upward estimation of aggregate growth

figures. This is the outcome of several studies that have calculated the

e ect of quality adjustments to the prices of various sectors a ected

by changes in quality (computers, semi-conductors, scientific instru-

ments, radios, and TVs, principally) on the aggregate GDP of several
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countries. These adjustments assume that the di erence between a

price index calculated using traditional methods and an index using

hedonic regressions is the same for the set of countries analysed. The

conclusion is that significant e ects on investment or exports are ob-

tained, but not on GDP, the estimated growth rate of which for several

countries does not increase by more than two-tenths of a point.

The magnitude of the adjustments applied (for example, -10% in the

computer sector) is not controversial on average in the light of the em-

pirical evidence available (see section 3). However, a factor to be taken

into account in cross-country comparisons is that the traditional meth-

ods used by di erent statistics o ces are not the same and may capture

the changes in product quality to very di erent degrees. Therefore, ap-

plying a country-common di erence between the traditional method

and the hedonic method, as the studies cited in the survey do, may be

a significant source of error in the comparisons.
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El rápido progreso técnico experimentado en los últimos años ha exacerbado

los problemas de medición de los cambios de precios, y, como consecuencia,

de las magnitudes económicas a precios constantes, que se presentan cuando

se producen cambios en la calidad de los productos. Una manera natural

de enfrentarse a estos problemas de medición es utilizar índices de precios

hedónicos. Este trabajo se centra en estudiar la utilización de la metodolo-

gía hedónica, y sus consecuencias sobre la construcción de deflactores para

agregados significativos de la Contabilidad Nacional. Para ello, se describe en

qué consiste la metodología hedónica y se analizan tanto los distintos estudios

hedónicos existentes en la literatura como el uso de la metodología hedónica

que hacen las distintas oficinas públicas de estadística en los sectores de or-

denadores y equipos relacionados, automóviles y vivienda. Por último, se

estudian las consecuencias de la utilización de estas técnicas hedónicas sobre

la estimación en términos reales de las magnitudes macroeconómicas.

Palabras clave: Índices de precios hedónicos, deflactores, ordenadores, vivienda,

automóviles.
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